Introduction
The pH-regulated Slo3 channel is a candidate for a mammalian sperm K + channel 1 that may be activated during the robust elevations in pH that are an integral part of sperm hyperactivation, an essential step in the ability of sperm to fertilize ova. 2, 3 Recent work has described a pH-sensitive K + current, named KSper, in native mouse spermatocytes that is a candidate for a current mediated by Slo3, 4 but there are differences between the pH-sensitive current in spermatocytes and the properties of heterologously expressed Slo3 currents. 5, 6 In particular, the current in spermatocytes appears to be relatively more strongly activated at more negative potentials and lower pH. 4 Furthermore, there may be kinetic differences between the two currents. Despite the apparent differences, Slo3 remains the best candidate as the molecular substrate of the KSper current. As yet, pharmacological tools that might prove useful for distinguishing a Slo3 current from other K + channels in spermatocytes have not been defined.
ph-regulated slo3 channels, perhaps exclusively expressed in mammalian sperm, may play a role in alkalization-mediated K + fluxes associated with sperm capacitation. The Slo3 channel shares extensive homology with Ca 2+ -and voltage-regulated BK-type slo1 K + channels. Here, using heterologous expression in oocytes, we define distinctive differences in pharmacological properties of Slo3 and Slo1 currents, examine blockade in terms of distinct blocking models, and, for some blockers, use mutated constructs to evaluate determinants of block. Slo3 is resistant to block by the standard Slo1 blockers, iberiotoxin, charybdotoxin and extracellular TEA. Slo3 is relatively insensitive to extracellular 4-AP up to 100 mM, while Slo1 is blocked in a voltage-dependent fashion consistent with block on the extracellular side of the channel. Block of both Slo1 and Slo3 by cytosolic 4-AP can be described by open channel block, with Slo3 being ~10-15-fold more sensitive, but exhibiting weaker voltage-dependence of block. The cytosolic concentrations of 4-AP required to block Slo3 make it unlikely that the effects of 4-AP on volume regulation in mammalian sperm is mediated by Slo3. Quinidine was more effective in blocking Slo3 than Slo1. For Slo1, quinidine block was favored by depolarization, irrespective of the side of application. For Slo3, quinidine block was relieved by depolarization, irrespective of the side of application, with strong block by less than 10 μM quinidine at potentials near 0 mV. The unusual voltage-dependence of block of Slo3 by quinidine may result from preferential binding of quinidine to closed Slo3 channels. The quinidine concentrations effective in blocking Slo3 suggest, that in experiments that have examined quinidine effects on sperm, any Slo3 currents would be almost completely inhibited.
Block of mouse Slo1 and Slo3 K + channels by CTX, IbTX, TEA, 4-AP and quinidine
Here, we undertake a pharmacological examination of Slo3 currents with the idea of identifying compounds that either through mechanism or concentration of action might prove useful for testing the molecular identity of the KSper current. 4 A challenge to such an endeavor is that, except for fortuitous identification of toxins, most compounds found to block a given K + channel may also block a number of other K + channels. However, despite promiscuity in blocking action by many K + channel compounds, if the blocking affinity or other hallmarks of block are carefully identified, some compounds may still be of use for purposes of identification of a current in a native cell. In order to accomplish this, ideally one would like to know the true binding affinity of a blocking molecule to the particular channel state(s) to which the blocker binds. The challenge, of course, is how to obtain such estimates. Such estimates require not only measurements of blockade by a compound at multiple concentrations and voltages, but they also require knowledge about the correct molecular blocking model and the channel activation probability, which are often not known with certainty. For example, Slo1 channels. 16 The ability of CTX and IbTX to block Slo1 and MC13 channels were compared in outside-out patches (Fig. 1) . For Slo1 currents, the pipette solution bathing the cytosolic face of the patch contained 10 μM Ca 2+ and currents were activated by voltage steps up to +160 mV. For MC13, currents were activated with a pipette solution containing pH 8.5 with voltage-steps up to +300 mV. Whereas nM concentrations of CTX effectively blocked Slo1 current ( Fig. 1A and C) , concentrations of CTX up to 100 nM were without effect on MC13 current (Fig. 1B and  D) . Similarly, IbTX produced a slow, concentration-dependent block of Slo1 current (Fig. 1E) , while 100 nM IbTX was without effect on MC13 current (Fig. 1F) . The family of Slo1 G/V curves with and without CTX was reasonably well fit with a state-independent blocking model with K b = 6.1 ± 0.3 nM (Fig. 1C, red  lines) . This fit assumed zero voltage-dependence in the blocking equilibrium, since the duration of command steps was of short duration relative to the known durations of CTX unblocking relaxations. 8 A segment of residues in the K + channel pore loop that connects the S5 outer helix and the pore helix that sits behind the K + channel selectivity filter is thought to contribute to the extracellular channel architecture, forming a so-called turret that surrounds the entry way to the permeation pathway. A recent study using IbTX binding has shown that this turret segment may contribute to CTX/IbTX binding in Slo1 channels. 12 Here we utilized Slo1/ Slo3 chimeric constructs to identify parts of the P-loop that may underlie the differences in CTX sensitivity between Slo1 and Slo3. Replacement of the Slo1 P-loop with Slo3 sequence in construct MC6 resulted in complete insensitivity to 100 nM CTX ( Fig. 2A  and B) . Replacement of the 2 nd half of the Slo1 P-loop, including the selectivity filter and the pore helix, with Slo3 sequence in construct MC18 also resulted in insensitivity to 100 nM CTX ( Fig. 2C and D) . In contrast, replacement of the first half of the Slo1 P-loop (thought to contribute to the Slo1 turret) with Slo3 sequence in construct MC8 resulted in little or perhaps a modest reduction in CTX sensitivity ( Fig. 2E and F) . The effective K b for CTX block of MC8 was 10.4 ± 0.3 nM, somewhat weaker than observed for Slo1. These results suggest that, although the 2 nd half of the P-loop contains elements absolutely critical for CTX block, the first part of the P-loop may also contain elements that weakly influence CTX block. The persistence of CTX sensitivity in MC8 is somewhat surprising in that mutation Q267R in Slo1 abolishes IbTX binding. 12 R corresponds to the native homologous residue in Slo3. In addition, mutation of other Slo1 turret residues also influence IbTX binding. One explanation might be that turret residues may differentially influence IbTX binding and CTX block. For example, binding of the net +1 IbTX molecule may be more sensitive to the addition of charge at position 267 than the net +5 CTX molecule. Another possibility is that point mutations may disrupt a turret structure necessary for toxin binding, whereas replacing the entire turret segment in a chimeric construct may retain the necessary structure. Residue Y294 has also been previously implicated in IbTX binding. 12 Although the Slo1-Y294V construct was not totally insensitive to 100 nM CTX, the remaining block corresponds to an almost 100-fold reduction in CTX sensitivity ( Fig. 2G and H) . We attempted to fractional block of a current by an open channel blocker depends critically on the fractional activation of the target channel. Thus, the apparent effectiveness of block for most channel blockers depends not only on blocker concentration, but also on membrane voltage and channel open probability.
Here, in examining Slo3 pharmacology, we examine blocking effects over a range of blocker concentrations and voltages, while taking advantage of information about the fractional activation of Slo3 current. 5, 6 We also compare Slo3 pharmacological sensitivity to that of its closely related homologue, the Ca 2+ -and voltage-activated Slo1 (or BK-type) K + channel. We focus primarily on two categories of compounds: first, well-known blockers of Slo1 channels such as TEA 7 and scorpion toxins 8, 9 and, second, general K + channel blockers that have previously been reported to have effects on spermatocyte function, namely 4-AP and quinine/quinidine. 10, 11 For both Slo1 and Slo3, reasonable mechanistic frameworks are available that describe activation of conductance as a function of voltage and ligand. In conjunction with an examination of blocker action over a range of voltages and concentrations, it is then possible to make inferences regarding the molecular mechanism of blocker action. In such cases, estimates of blocker binding affinity can be made, or, if there remains uncertainty about the blocking mechanism, at least reasonable estimates of blocking effectiveness can be obtained. Since Slo1 and Slo3 share extensive amino acid identity, particularly through the pore domain, 1 any differences in sensitivity to block between these channels will facilitate definition of the blocking sites. Using this approach, the results show that Slo1 and Slo3 have remarkably distinct pharmacological sensitivities. Confirming earlier results from others 12 we identify the unique determinants in Slo1 that make it, but not Slo3, sensitive to extracellular scorpion toxins and TEA. Slo3 is ~25-fold more sensitive to cytosolic TEA than Slo1. Extracellular 4-AP blocks Slo1 channels with minimal effects on Slo3, while cytosolic 4-AP is more effective on Slo3 than on Slo1. Irrespective of the side of application, quinidine is relatively efficacious against Slo3 over Slo1. Analysis of the voltage-and concentration-dependence of Slo3 block by quinidine suggests that quinidine, whether accessing the Slo3 channel from the extracellular or cytosolic side of the membrane, reaches a binding site that may selectively stabilize the closed state of the channel. The unique characteristics of block of Slo3 by quinidine may prove of value in testing whether Slo3 underlies the KSper current.
Results
For routine examination of the pharmacological sensitivity of channels with a Slo3 pore domain, we have primarily used a construct termed MC13 (see Methods for details). MC13 expresses much more readily than Slo3 in the oocyte expression system and its basic gating properties are indistinguishable from Slo3 (Suppl.
Figs. 1 and 2).
MC13 is insensitive to scorpion toxins. A hallmark of Slo1/ BK-type channels is their sensitivity to the scorpion toxins, CTX and IbTX. 13, 14 Whereas CTX sensitivity is shared with some voltage-dependent K + channels, 15 IbTX sensitivity appears unique to Figure 1 . Slo3 is insensitive to block by CTX and IbTX. In (A), traces show block by cumulative application of CTX to an outside-out patch, with currents activated with 10 um Ca 2+ at +120 mV. Cartoon on the top diagrams the Slo1 topology showing transmembrane segments and the cytosolic domain. In (B), 100 nM CTX is without effect on currents through the Slo3 surrogate construct, MC13. Currents were activated with a pipette saline of pH 8.2 with a depolarizing voltage step to +220 mV. The cartoon shows the MC13 topology with red elements originating from Slo3 and black elements from Slo1. See Methods for precise segment boundaries. In (C), Slo1 G/V curves are shown for different CTX concentrations. Red lines correspond to a fit of a state-independent blocking scheme (Scheme 2a) with K b = 6.1 ± 0.3 nM and no voltage-dependence during the time of each voltage-step. In (D), the effect of 20 and 100 nM CTX on MC13 G/V curves is shown. In (E), traces shown Slo1 currents during progressive increases in IbTX concentration to an outside-out patch with 10 μM pipette Ca 2+ and activation steps to +150 mV. For comparison to other studies, fitting the fractional block of current by IbTX for values at +40 mV with a Hill equation yields a K d = 0.5 ± 0.3 nM (n h = 1). In (F), MC13 currents are insensitive to application of 25 and 100 nM IbTX to an outside-out patch (activation with pipette pH of 8.5 at +180 mV).
engineer CTX sensitivity in MC13 with the MC13-V281Y mutation, but have been unable to obtain currents from this construct.
Block by both extracellular and cytosolic TEA differs between Slo1 and MC13. Another signature characteristic of Slo1/BK-type channels is blockade by extracellular TEA (TEA o ) at around 200-300 μM. 7, 17 250 μM TEA blocked Slo1 current about 50% at 0 mV with block being relieved at more positive potentials (Fig. 3A) . The concentration-dependence of TEA effects on Slo1 G/V curves were somewhat better fit with a state-independent channel blocking model (Fig. 3B) than an open channel blocking model, with K b = 173.9 ± 8.0 μM and zδ = 0.23 ± 0.02 e. These values are similar to estimates of TEA block (K b ~ 0.2 mM; zδ = 0.2 e) of open BK channels in bovine chromaffin cells, 7 but extend the earlier work to suggest that TEA affinity is identical in both closed and open BK channels. In contrast to the effects of TEA on Slo1 currents, TEA up to 10 mM had only minor effects on MC13. Similar to earlier work, 17, 18 the Slo1-Y294V construct was relatively insensitive to TEA o being only slightly blocked at 10 mM, consistent with the slight block by 10 mM on MC13.
We also examined the sensitivity of Slo1 and MC13 to cytosolic application of TEA (TEA i ) in inside-out patches (Fig. 4) . Block of Slo1 channels by TEA i (Fig. 4A ) was well fit with an open channel block model 19 with an effective K b = 49.0 ± 3.2 mM with zδ = 0.15 ± 0.02 e (Fig. 4B) . Previous estimates for block of BK single channels either inserted in lipid bilayers or recorded from rat muscle with symmetrical K + solutions were 34.7 mM (zδ = 0.27 e) 20 and 60 mM (zδ = 0.26 e), 21 respectively, in general agreement with the present estimates. MC13 was substantially Figure 2 . Slo1 CTX sensitivity arises primarily from Y294 with small contributions from other elements in the turret segment. In (A), traces show the lack of effect of 100 nM CTX on currents through construct MC6 (inset), in which the Slo1 P-loop is replaced with Slo3 sequence. In (B), G/V curves for MC6 activated with 10 μM Ca 2+ are shown in the absence and presence of CTX. Red lines correspond to fits of a simple Boltzman function. In (C), traces show the lack of effect of 100 nM CTX on construct MC18, in which the 2 nd half of the P-loop (selectivity filter and pore helix) were replaced with Slo3 sequence. In (D), G/V curves for the MC18 construct activated with 10 μM Ca 2+ are shown. In (E), traces show that CTX readily blocks currents through construct MC8, in which the first half of the P-loop (primarily presumed turrent sequence) was replaced with Slo3 sequence. In (F), G/V curves for MC8 activated with 10 μM Ca 2+ are shown at different CTX concentrations. Red lines correspond to the best fit of a state-independent blocking model (Scheme 2) with K b = 10.4 ± 0.3 nM. In (G), traces show weak blocking effects of CTX on currents through Slo1-Y294V. In (H), effects of CTX on the Slo1-Y294V G/V curves are plotted for 10 μM Ca
2+
. more sensitive to block by TEA i (Fig. 4C) with a concentration between 1 and 5 mM TEA producing more than 50% block of current over most activation voltages. Qualitatively, block of MC13 by TEA i exhibited features quite distinct from block of Slo1 by TEA i . In particular, the family of MC13 G/V's in the presence of TEA i did not reveal any obvious increase in block with depolarization, in contrast to the properties of block of most K + channels by cytosolic quaternary ammonium blockers. However, it should be noted that there is a rapid voltage-dependent unblock on repolarization to -100 mV, since tail currents show only small reductions relative to the block observed at more positive potentials.
To fit the MC13 G/V curves we assumed that the fractional conductance at +300 mV with pH 8.5 was ~0.35 in accordance with previous estimates from Slo3. 5, 6 Thus, over the entire activation range for Slo3, channels are activated at relatively low open probabilities. Irrespective of blocking model, estimates of the 0-voltage K b for MC13 are complicated by the fact that the small current activation between 0 and +100 mV means that the amount of fractional block is not well-defined over that range. Thus, the estimates of 0-voltage values are highly dependent on the blocking model and voltage-dependence of block defined at the more positive potentials. We fit the G/V curves with both open channel and state-independent blocking models. The open-channel block model did a good job of accounting for fractional block over the entire voltage-range, but the best fit required a voltagedependence in which block is relieved with depolarization (K b = 0.11 ± 0.01 mM; zδ = -0.12 ± 0.01 e). This direction of voltage-dependence is not consistent with the expectation of the movement of the quaternary TEA molecule within the electric field. Furthermore, this direction of voltage-dependence also appears inconsistent with rapid unblock in the small tail currents. We also examined the ability of other blocking models to describe the G/V curves (Suppl. Fig. 3) . A completely state-independent blocking model (Scheme 2a) resulted in a poorer fit to the G/V curves ( Fig. 3 ). Yet, Figure 3 . The Slo3 surrogate, MC13, is relatively insensitive to block by extracellular TEA in comparison to Slo1. In (A), application of TEA to outside-out patches inhibits Slo1 current. In (B), the effect of TEA on the Slo1 G/V curve generated with 300 M pipette Ca 2+ is shown. The solid lines are the best fit of a state-independent blocking model (K b = 173.9 ± 8.0 M; z = 0.23 ± 0.02 e). Block is relieved with depolarization. In (C), traces show weak blocking effects of extracellular TEA on MC13 currents in outside-out patches. In (D), extracellular TEA has minimal effect on MC13 G/V curves. In (E), mutation of Y294V in Slo1 abolishes most of the sensitivity of Slo1 to TEA. In (F), G/V curves summarize the lack of effect of TEA on the Slo1-Y294V construct.
the patches (Fig. 5A and C) , and G-V curves were constructed from the steady-state current levels at each voltage ( Fig. 5B and D) .
For Slo1 G/V curves, blockade by extracellular 4-AP exhibits relief from block at more positive potentials (Fig. 5B) . The direction of voltage-dependence is consistent with the idea that protonated 4-AP is the blocking species and, at more positive cytosolic potentials, is being driven from its blocking position on the extracellular side of the channel. In support of this idea, currents in the presence of 4-AP o also show time-dependent properties consistent with voltage-dependent movement of 4-AP in and out of blocking site at the extracellular side of the channel (Fig. 5A) . Specifically, tail currents decay more rapidly in the presence of 4-AP o consistent with movement of an extracellular charged molecule into a blocking position within the electric field. Similarly, current activation by depolarizing steps in the presence of 4-AP o shows a slower activation time course qualitatively consistent with unblocking of channels that were blocked during the conditioning step to -120 mV. Extracellular 4-AP up to 100 mM produces little effect on MC13 currents.
The families of G-V curves obtained for Slo1 currents in the presence of different concentrations of extracellular 4-AP were reasonably well fit with a simple open-channel block model (Fig.  5B) . This yielded a 0-voltage K b for block of the open channel of 5.19 ± 0.41 mM with a voltage-dependence of z = 0.60 ± 0.03 e (see Table  2A ). The state-independent blocking model did not provide a good fit to the G/V curves and attempts to achieve improved fits with a 2-site blocking model were unsuccessful. A surprising aspect of the block of Slo1 by extracellular 4-AP is its large voltage-dependence relative to block by extracellular TEA.
For MC13, the G/V curves suggest some slight block at high 4-AP o concentrations at positive potentials. This direction of voltage-dependence is in the opposite direction of that expected for a protonated blocker acting on the extracellular side of the channel. We suggest that this weak blocking action may reflect a very small accumulation of 4-AP on the intracellular side of the channel, consistent with the block by cytosolic 4-AP of MC13 described below. The small magnitude of this effect suggests that with an extracellular pH of 7.0 (0.0063% of 4-AP is uncharged) very little 4-AP accumulates on the cytosolic side of outside-out patches. Overall, based on the lack of effect of extracellular 4-AP on MC13, the affinities of Slo1 and Slo3 channels for 4-AP at 0 mV differ by at least 20-fold.
Effect of cytosolic application of 4-AP on BK, Slo3 and MC13 channels. In inside-out patches of Slo1 channels bathed with 300 μM Ca 2+ at pH 8.5, 4-AP produced a rapid and reversible block over the range of 5-50 mM (Fig. 6A) . Slo3 (Fig. 6B) despite the better ability of open-channel block to describe the GV curves, the unusual voltage-dependence of that block seems at odds with the apparent rapid unblock in the tail currents. This uncertainty about the mechanism and voltage-dependence of block of MC13 by TEA i therefore precludes firm conclusions after block affinity. However, for comparison to block of Slo1 by TEA i , 0.5-2 mM is probably a reasonable estimate of an upper limit for the 0-voltage affinity of TEA to its blocking site. Thus, Slo1 and Slo3 differ by about 25-fold in their sensitivity to cytosolic TEA near 0 mV.
Effects of extracellular 4-AP on Slo1 and MC13. 4-aminopyridine, a relatively non-selective K + channel blocker, has been reported to inhibit human sperm motility 10, 11, 22 and has also been shown to block some K + channels recorded in human sperm. 23 We first examined the ability of 4-AP to inhibit either Slo1 or MC13 current in outside-out patches. Slo1 currents were activated with 300 μM cytosolic Ca 2+ at pH 8.5 ( Fig. 5A) , while MC13 currents were activated with pH 8.5 (Fig. 5C) . For both constructs, mM concentrations of 4-AP at pH 7.0 were applied on the extracellular face of and for MC13, K b (0) = 2.5 ± 0.5 mM with zδ = 0.02 ± 0.03 e. Given that block of Slo3/MC13 is defined primarily by estimates of current amplitudes over the range of +100 to +300 mV, the estimate of K d (0) is basically an extrapolated value dependent on the magnitude of the estimate of zδ. However, since block of Slo3 and MC13 by cytosolic 4-AP at pH 8.5 is only weakly voltage-dependent, the estimates of K b (0) give a reasonable estimate of the blocking effectiveness at 0 mV. Furthermore, it can also be seen from simple inspection that Slo1 currents are clearly less sensitive than Slo3/MC13 currents to cytosolic 4-AP. For each construct, we also evaluated whether models in which 4-AP blocks both open and closed states might better account for the G-V curves (Table 2B-D) . For Slo1, the fit to the G-V curves was substantially improved by inclusion of block of both open and closed states (K b (0) = 30.7 ± 1.3 mM, zδ = 0.10 ± 0.02 e). and MC13 (Fig. 6C ) currents activated at pH 8.5 were blocked to a similar extent by 4-AP, but at somewhat lower concentrations than block of Slo1 currents. Whereas reduction of the Slo1 conductance by 4-AP exhibited a weak voltage-dependence with stronger block at more positive potentials, any voltage-dependence in block of either Slo3 or MC13 was less obvious.
For each construct, the complete set G/V curves over all 4-AP concentrations were simultaneously fit with a simple-block scheme to obtain estimates of 0-voltage K b and effective valence of block ( Table 2 Table 1A . Table 1A .
potential resulted in a very rapid and almost complete unblocking of all current blocked at a more positive potential (Fig. 7A) . This is consistent with the clear voltage-dependence of 4-AP action at pH 7.0. In contrast, at pH 8.5, although currents at symmetrical potentials show some rapid unblocking upon repolarization, a much larger fraction of current remains blocked at pH 8.5 consistent with the overall weaker voltage-dependence of block ( Fig. 7B) .
Both the pH-dependent differences in voltage-dependence of block of steady-state conductance and the pH-dependence of fast and slow unblocking in tail currents suggest that there may be two independent effects of 4-AP, which differ based on pH. This may reflect the relative abundance of protonated and unprotonated species and is reminiscent of earlier work that has examined the pH dependence of 4-AP blocking effects on K + currents
In contrast, for block by 4-AP of MC13 and Slo3, inclusion of closed channel block resulted in a poorer fit to the G/V curves (Table 2C and D) .
We also compared the ability of cytosolic 4-AP to block Slo1 currents when applied at either pH 7.0 (Fig. 7A) or pH 8.5 ( Fig.  7B) with 300 μM Ca 2+ . At pH 7.0, block of Slo1 channels by cytosolic 4-AP was somewhat weaker but exhibited a stronger voltage-dependence yielding a K b (0) = 58.4 ± 2.3 mM with zδ = 0.17 ± 0.01 e (Fig. 7C) , when a simple blocking model was applied. At pH 8.5, the K b (0) estimated from a fit of the open channel block model was 24.9 ± 2.6 mM with zδ = 0.05 ± 0.06 e. The state-independent model (Scheme 2a) actually provided a better description of the G/V curves at 8.5, but not at 7.0. Consistent with these steady-state effects, examination of BK current traces showed that, at pH 7.0, repolarization to a negative Figure 5 . MC13 is relatively insensitive to block by extracellular 4-AP compared to block of Slo1. In (A), Slo1 currents were activated in outside-out patches by the indicated voltage-protocol with 300 μM Ca 2+ (pH 8.5) inside the recording pipette. Application of 25 and 100 mM 4-AP resulted in substantial block of outward BK current. In the presence of 4-AP, activation at +100 mV is noticeably slowed, consistent with time-dependent unblock. In contrast, tail currents at -100 mV (red trace) in the presence of 4-AP decay more rapidly than in the absence of 4-AP and exhibit more block at the negative potentials. The pH of the extracellular solution was 7.0. In (B), G/V curves from traces such as those in (A) were generated from steady-state currents. Red lines are the best fit of the open channel block scheme with K b (0) = 5.19 ± 0.41 mM and zδ = 0.60 ± 0.03 e, consistent with a relief from block at more positive cytosolic voltages. In (C), MC13 currents were activated by the indicated voltage-protocol with the pipette solution at pH 8.5. 4-AP was much less effective in blocking MC13 than BK currents. In (D), G-V curves for MC13 currents were generated again revealing the relative lack of effect of extracellular 4-AP on MC13.
no improvement in the fit was observed. We have not explored other variations of the two-site model. However, the ability of a basic two-site model to describe the steady-state results with only three free parameters coupled with the pH-dependence of the tail current behavior strongly supports the idea that protonated and nonprotonated 4-AP species block by distinct mechanisms. In contrast, single site models whether involving only open channel block, or both open and closed channel block, are not able to account easily for the pH-dependent changes observed both in steady-state block and tail current kinetics.
Block of Slo1 and MC13 by quinidine. A characteristic of quinidine block of many voltage-dependent K + channels is that, although block can occur with either extracellular or cytosolic application, block is generally thought to arise from the action of the protonated form of quinidine acting on the cytosolic side of the channel. [26] [27] [28] However, there are examples where block of channels by quinidine has been reported to involve stabilization in rabbit Schwann cells. 24 We therefore evaluated the ability of a two site blocking model to account for the 4-AP block over all conditions. Since the relative concentrations of protonated and unprotonated 4-AP will differ substantially between pH 7.0 and pH 8.5 (see Methods), one possibility is that the fast block component reflects movement of protonated 4-AP in and out of a readily accessible blocking site, while the unprotonated form may block in a voltage-independent fashion that will therefore not reveal itself in kinetic relaxations. This idea is encapsulated in Scheme 3 (see Methods). Assuming a pKa = 9.2, 25 one can calculate the explicit concentrations of each species of 4-AP at a given pH, allowing sets of G/V curves obtained at both pH 7.0 and 8.5 to be fit simultaneously using three independent parameters, voltage, , and pH. The resulting simultaneous fit using Eqn. 3 provides an excellent description of the basic features of the G-V curves both at pH 7.0 and at pH 8.5 (Fig. 7E) , particularly the differences in voltage-dependence of block in the two cases and the greater block at potential negatives to 0 mV at pH 8.5. Values for the blocking parameters for un-protonated (u) and protonated (p) 4-AP were K b(u) = 9.1 ± 0.5 mM, K b(p) = 63.5 ± 3.8 mM and z p = 0.19 ± 0.02 e. If allostery was permitted either between block and gating or between the two blocking constants, Table 2A . Table 2A . For Table legend, see Table 2A .
of closed states 29 or even actions of uncharged quinidine. 30 We have examined block of both Slo1 and MC13 by quinidine applied either on outside-out or inside-out patches. When applied to outside-out patches, the quinidine solution was at pH 7.0, for which quinidine is about 83% protonated (see Methods). For both inside-out and outside-out configurations, Slo1 channels were activated by 300 μM cytosolic Ca 2+ at pH 8.5, while MC13 channels were activated with pH 8.5 with no Ca 2+ . Slo1 channels were blocked by mM concentrations of quinidine (Fig. 8A) , with the resulting G/V curves revealing a weak voltage-dependence in the blocking effect (Fig. 8B) . Overall, the G/V curves were well fit with Eqn. 1 based on an open channel block scheme with a K b (0) of 0.95 ± 0.02 mM and zδ = 0.047 ± 0.01 e (relief of block with depolarization), although other schemes also yielded adequate fits (Table 3A) . Tail currents following repolarization in the presence of quinidine exhibited a rapid instantaneous unblock consistent with the direction of voltage-dependence observed in the G/V curves (Fig. 8C) . This voltage-dependence of quinidine block in both the G/V curves and tail current kinetics is the opposite of that expected for a protonated blocker acting on the extracellular side of the channel. However, it is consistent with the idea that uncharged quinidine passes through the membrane with the protonated form then blocking from the cytoplasmic solution. 26 The ability of other blocking schemes to describe the G/V curves is summarized in Table 3A ; in all cases, an increase in block both of closed and open channels was observed with depolarization ( Table 3A) .
Blockade of Slo1 currents by cytosolic quinidine (300 μM Ca 2+ at pH 8.5) occurred at about 5-fold lower concentrations than for block by extracellular quinidine (Fig. 8D and E) . The G/V curves exhibited somewhat more voltage-dependence of block than by extracellular quinidine and the fit of a simple block model yielded a K b (0) = 145.2 ± 2.8 μM with zδ = 0.17 ± 0.01 e. The direction of the voltage-dependence of the block was identical to that observed with extracellular application of quinidine, in both cases being qualitatively consistent with blockade by a positively charged moiety being favored by depolarization. This suggests that, in both cases, block may be occurring by a similar mechanism at a similar site.
To test the idea that block involves the protonated form of quinidine, block at pH 8.5 (Fig. 8E ) was compared to block at pH 7.0 (Fig. 8G) . At pH 7.0, the fit of the open channel block model to the G/V curves yielded K b (0) = 92.8 ± 9.8 μM with zδ = 0.11 ± 0.03 e. A change in pH from 8.5 to 7.0 (assuming a pK = 8.6, 26 ) will result in an increase of protonated quinidine from 55.73% to 97.55%, or a 1.75 fold increase in protonated quinidine. This contrasts to an almost 10-fold decrease in non-protonated quinidine. The 1.75-fold increase in protonated quinidine is associated with an effective change in K b (0) of 1.56-fold (145.
MC13 currents were blocked by substantially lower concentrations of extracellular quinidine than were Slo1 currents (Fig. 9A) . Families of G/V curves reveal that block by quinidine is somewhat diminished at more positive activation potentials (Fig. 9B) , with relatively strong block at potentials negative to +100 mV. However, one feature of the currents in the presence of quinidine is not easily reconcilable with the idea that depolarization is simply producing a relief of block. Specifically, traces of outward current in the presence of quinidine show some weak time-dependent increase in block at positive potentials (Fig. 9A) . Thus, although the overall steady-state conductance exhibits a relief of block with depolarization, there appears to be some component of block that increases with depolarization. These properties of block by quinidine are also observed with cytosolic application of quinidine ( Fig.  9C and D) although at about 5-fold lower concentrations.
Although the voltage-dependence of quinidine effects on the overall G/V curves is mechanistically at variance with the timedependent block at positive potentials, we fit the G/V curves for outside-out application of quinidine with the various single site models of block. These results are summarized in Table 3C . No single model was clearly superior to any other. A simple open channel block mechanism (Eqn. 1; Scheme 1) fits the G/V curve data reasonably well with K b (0) = 1.25 ± 0.13 μM and zδ = 0.272 ± 0.01 e. However, other blocking models including block of both open and closed channels also describe the G/V curves reasonably well (Table 3C) , with in all cases block relieved with depolarization. For example, for a stateindependent blocking scheme (2a), K b (0) = 11.42 ± 1.44 μM with zδ = 0.13 ± 0.01 e. We also considered whether the unusual relief of Figure 7 . Comparison of block of BK currents by 4-AP at pH 7.0 and 8.5. In (A), currents activated with 300 μM Ca 2+ at +100 mV by the indicated voltage protocol are compared for different 4-AP concentrations at pH 7.0. The trace for 50 mM 4-AP exhibits greater than 50% block at +100 mV with almost full and instantaneous recovery during the tail current at -100 mV. In (B), currents from the same patch as in (A) were activated as in (A) except at pH 8.5. The trace at 50 mM 4-AP shows strong block at +100 mV, with less complete recovery from block during the tail current in comparison to currents at pH 7.0. In (C and D) , G-V curves at plotted for different concentrations of 4-AP either for pH 7.0 (C) or 8.5 (D). In (C), lines correspond to the best fit of Scheme 1a to all points for pH 7.0 yielding K b = 58.3 ± 3.3 mM with zδ = 0.18 ± 0.02 e. In (D), similarly for pH 8.5, Scheme 1a yielded K bo = 24.9 ± 2.6 mM with zδ = 0.05 ± 0.06 e. However, at pH 8.5, the state-independent Scheme 2a yielded a better fit than Scheme 1a, with K bo = K bc = 31.0 ± 2.7 mM with zδ = 0.11 ± 0.03 e, while for pH 7.0 Scheme 2a yielded a poorer fit than Scheme 1a. In (E), the G/V curves obtained at both pH 7.0 (left) and pH 8.5 (right) were fit simultaneously with Scheme 3, which assumes two independent 4-AP blocking sites, one for the uncharged non-protonated species defined by binding constant K b(u) and a voltage-dependent site sensitive to protonated 4-AP defined by binding constant K b(p) . Best fit values for the three free parameters were K b(u) = 9.07 ± 0.46 mM, K b(p) = 63.5 ± 3.8 mM, and z (p) = 0.19 ± 0.02 e. block with depolarization might arise from an ability of quinidine to stabilize closed states. To assess this, block of both open and closed states was assumed to be voltage-independent, resulting in best fit values yielding K bc = 22.19 + 0.72 μM with K bo converging to large values. Although an adequate fit was obtained, the best fit did a poorer job of accounting for the apparent relief of block with depolarization than either Schemes 1a or 2 (Table 3C) , although such a scheme worked well in fitting block of MC13 currents by cytosolic quinidine (Table 3D) . We also examined the ability of the 2-site model embodied in Scheme 3 and described by Eqn. 3 to fit the G-V curves, hypothesizing that one site (with binding constant K 1 with voltage-dependence z 1 ) is identically accessible in both open and closed channels while a second site (binding constant K 2 with voltagedependence z 2 ) is available when the channel is open and does not interact allosterically with the first site. We evaluated this with and without different constraints on z 1 and z 2 , but no assumption resulted in a good description of the data. Although these considerations do not exclude the possibility that two sites of action are involved in quinidine effects, the analysis suggests that any contribution of an open-channel-like increase in block with depolarization to the overall G/V curves is minimal. This apparent discrepancy between the apparent voltage-dependence of block in the G/V curves and the time-dependent block in outward currents remains unexplained.
Blockade of MC13 by cytosolic quinidine also exhibited similar complexities with block occurring at ~4-5-fold lower concentrations (Fig. 9C) (Table 3D) , K b (0) = 1.97 ± 0.3 μM with zδ = 0.13 ± 0.02 e. Similar to block by extracellular quinidine, steady-state block in the GV curves appears to be relieved with depolarization. However, as with block by extracellular quinidine, this apparent relief of block with depolarization was at variance with a time-dependent increase in block observed in MC13 currents at some voltages and quinidine concentrations (Fig. 9C) . This time-dependent block was also confirmed in patches in which currents from a larger number of repeated voltage steps were averaged. This blocking effect, irrespective of its small magnitude, would be expected to influence the G/V curves and complicate their interpretation within the context of any single model. We also examined the effects of quinidine on MC13 tail currents (Fig. 9E) . MC13 tail currents typically exhibit a larger faster component that can be difficult to resolve followed by a smaller, slower component. Here we only note that block by quinidine persists during the tail current, at least qualitatively consistent with the observed strong block by quinidine at negative potentials in the GV curves. We also examined the ability of blocking models with various alternative assumptions to describe these G/V curves ( Table 3D ). The assumption of a voltage-dependence of block (0.1 e) comparable to quinidine block of Slo1 with block favored with depolarization completely failed to describe the G/V curves. However, when both open and closed channel block were assumed to be . In F, traces are tail currents from (D) for control and 500 μM quinidine solutions. The fractional reduction of peak instantaneous current at -100 mV is reduced relative to the fractional reduction of steady-state current at +100 mV. In (G), Slo1 G/V curves were generated from inside-out patches with 10 μM Ca 2+ at pH 7.0 and the indicated quinidine concentrations with the best fit of Eqn. 1 yielding K b (0) = 92.8 ± 9.8 μM with zδ = 0.11 ± 0.03 e. specific binding constant for quinidine block of MC13, it is clear that MC13 is much more readily blocked by quinidine than the closely homologous Slo1 channel. In addition, the overall tendency of MC13 currents to exhibit relief from block by quinidine with depolarization may prove useful for defining pharmacological block of Slo3 currents in native cells. Irrespective of the complexities of the quinidine effects on MC13, MC13 is much more sensitive to quinidine than Slo1.
To examine the pH-dependence of the effects of quinidine on MC13, we compared block by cytosolic quinidine at both pH 8.5 (Fig. 9D) and at pH 8.2 (Fig. 9F) . Larger changes in pH begin to reduce the MC13 current amplitudes, while a change from pH 8.5 to 8.2 is sufficient to increase protonated quinidine from 55.73% to 71.25% or a 1.28-fold increase. From the G-V curves at each pH, we defined an effective blocking affinity using Scheme 2a. At pH 8.5, K b (0) = 1.97 ± 0.3 μM, while, at pH 7.0, K b (0) = 0.98 ± 0.03 μM, with both fits constrained to same voltagevoltage-independent, the quality of fit of the G/V curves was only somewhat reduced (Table 3D) . This raises the possibility that the intrinsic binding equilibria are not voltage-dependent, but differential affinity of closed and open states for quinidine contributes to the apparent relief of block. The ability of different models to fit the MC13 G/V curves obtained with cytosolic application of quinidine are compared in Supplementary  Figure 4 (also Table 3D ). Although, in the absence of a definitive mechanism of quinidine block, it is not possible to define a For Table legend, see Table 3A . For Table legend, see Table 3A .
dependence (zδ = 0.13 e). This corresponds to an approximately 2-fold change in effective K b (0) associated with an approximately 1.3 fold change in pH. Although this correspondence is not as close as observed for Slo1, the shifts in K b (0) may be difficult to define with accuracy because of uncertainties regarding blocking mechanism of MC13 channels by quinidine and the fact that K b (0) is basically extrapolated from data at more positive voltages. However, the direction of the pH-dependence supports the idea that block of MC13 is mediated by the protonated form of quinidine and argues that the non-protonated form is unlikely to contribute to the blockade of MC13/Slo3 channels by quinidine. The unusual relief of steady-state block by quinidine with depolarization, despite the fact that the blocking species appears to be protonated, raises question as to the origins of the voltage-dependence in the models we have fit to the data. As mentioned earlier, with models including both open and closed channel block, if the voltage-dependence of both closed and open channel block is set to 0 (z c = z o = 0 e), reasonable fits to the G-V curves can be obtained (Table 3C and D; Fig. S4 ), without any intrinsic voltage-dependence in the binding equilibrium. Interestingly, in these cases, the affinity of K bc (0), the binding of quinidine to the closed channel, is markedly stronger than the affinity of binding to the open channel (K bo (0)). Although the quality of the fit with such a model is not clearly better than the other models we have used, it points out that the apparent relief of block with depolarization may not reflect any intrinsic voltage-dependence of the drug binding equilibria, but rather a difference in affinity for quinidine between closed and open conformations.
Discussion
Here we have compared pharmacological properties of the pH-regulated Slo3 channel and its close homologue, the Slo1 or BK channel. For all blockers examined, clear differences between Slo3 and Slo1 channels were observed, despite the extensive amino acid identity through much of the pore-forming parts of these channels. 1 Here for each blocker, we consider the present results within the context of potential mechanisms of block and the potential utility of blockers for identification of Slo3 currents in native cells.
CTX, IbTX and TEA. Slo3/MC13 is unaffected by both CTX and IbTX, both of which block BK channels at low nM concentrations. 9, 31, 32 Our aim here was to attempt to identify those elements in Slo3 that may account for its resistance to CTX/IbTX block. In previous work, it has been shown that a number of residues both in the so-called turret region of the Slo1 channel and also following the selectivity filter can markedly reduce IbTX binding. This includes N268, L272 and E276 in the turret, and Y294 and K296 following the selectivity filter. 12 Here, we have focused on residue positions that differ between Slo1 and Slo3. Our results channels to other quaternary blockers including bisquaternary species. Chimeric constructs containing the Slo3 pore but which activate at more negative voltages may be advantageous in such studies.
4-AP. Block of Slo1 channels by 4-AP o occurred at very high concentrations and the voltage-dependence and kinetic features of block were consistent with an extracellular site of action, while 4-AP o was without effect on MC13. In contrast, cytosolic application of 4-AP more effectively blocked MC13/Slo3 than Slo1, and in both cases block exhibited voltage-dependence consistent with a cytosolic site of action. It has previously been shown that extracellular 4-AP can permeate through membranes sufficiently to alter cytosolic pH, thereby indirectly resulting in reduction of Slo1 currents as the elevation of pH altered the buffering capacity of the EGTA-buffered solutions. 36 Here, the inability of extracellular 4-AP to block MC13/Slo3, while intracellular 4-AP readily blocked MC13/Slo3, argues that extracellular 4-AP at pH 7.0 does not permeate sufficiently through the membrane to produce a cytosolic concentration sufficient to block currents. This probably reflects the fact that at pH 7.0 and a pK of 9.2 only about 0.6% of the extracellular 4-AP will be uncharged. The magnitude of the slight blocking effect seen with 100 mM 4-AP o on MC13 would be consistent with a blocking effect of a total cytosolic 4-AP concentration on the order of 0.5 mM or less, which would be comparable to the extracellular concentration of the non-protonated form of 4-AP at 100 mM.
Block of Slo1 by intracellular 4-AP was of low affinity and exhibited a voltage-dependence characteristic of open channel block by a positively charged species. Furthermore, the pHdependence of block of Slo1 by 4-AP supported the idea that the protonated and nonprotonated forms of 4-AP produce block in distinct ways. Specifically, with the assumption of a scheme in which protonated and unprotonated 4-AP act at distinct sites, we were able to fit simultaneously the G/V curves in the presence and absence of 4-AP at both pH 7.0 and 8.5. This model was also qualitatively consistent with differences in tail current behavior observed at each pH. Block of voltage-dependent K + currents in rabbit Schwann cells by 4-AP has also been proposed to involve distinct effects of both charged and uncharged species.
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Quinidine. Of the compounds examined, quinidine exhibited the strongest blocking effects on Slo3/MC13. Although the unknown aspects of the quinidine blocking mechanism preclude clear definition of blocking potency, block of MC13 channels may occur at ~100-fold lower concentrations than block of Slo1 currents at potentials near 0 mV. For both block of Slo1 and Slo3, quinidine exhibited some unusual features. In particular, whether applied to the extracellular or cytosolic face of a patch, block of MC13 currents was slightly reduced at stronger depolarizations, while block of Slo1 currents was weakly increased at more positive potentials. Yet, for block of either Slo1 or Slo3, quinidine was about 5-fold more effective when applied from the cytosolic face of the membrane.
Although there are complexities in quinidine action on MC13/Slo3 that we are unable to explain, quinidine block both for Slo1 and for Slo3/MC13 probably arises from protonated quinidine acting from the cytosolic face of the membrane. First, show that in the MC8 chimera, in which most of the Slo1 turret segment is replaced with Slo3 sequence, blockade of Slo1 currents by CTX is only slightly reduced. This argues that any determinants in the Slo1 turret that contribute to toxin binding are reasonably well-conserved in Slo3. Therefore, turret residues are not a major factor in contributing to the insensitivity of Slo3 to CTX. In contrast, mutation of Y294 to valine, its Slo3 counterpart, results in almost complete disruption of the ability of CTX to block the resulting current, in agreement with the importance of Y294 in supporting IbTX binding. 12 Although the present results show that the Y-to-V substitution in Slo3 may account for most of the Slo3 toxin resistance, it does not exclude the fact that other residues in Slo1, perhaps shared with Slo3, may also participate in toxin binding.
Concentrations of TEA o in excess of 50 mM are required to produce any reduction in Slo3/MC13 current, whereas Slo1 channels are typically half blocked around 200-400 μM.
7,17 Similar to the situation for CTX, the relatively weak blocking effect of extracellular TEA on Slo3 probably arises from the substitution of valine in Slo3 at the position corresponding to Y294 in the Slo1 sequence. 17 Consistent with earlier studies, we find the Slo1-Y294V construct is relatively insensitive to TEA.
Our results show that Slo3/MC13 is about 50-100 fold more sensitive than Slo1 to intracellular TEA. Blockade of Slo1 by TEA is thought to involve occupancy of the BK channel central cavity, although some features of block of Slo1/BK channels by quaternary ammonium blockers supports block of both closed and open channels. [33] [34] [35] For MC13/Slo3, block by cytosolic TEA can be fit adequately either with open channel or state-independent blocking models with weak voltage-dependence. An unusual aspect of the TEA i results is that, for the optimal fit of the open channel block scheme to GV curves derived from macroscopic currents, block is slightly relieved with depolarization. Typically such a result would argue against the open channel block possibility, since it is expected that block by the quaternary TEA should be favored by depolarization. Alternative models which included closed-channel block did a poorer job of accounting for TEA block at low Po. Unusual voltage-dependence of block might also arise because determinants of binding affinity within an open channel might undergo voltage-dependent changes, a possibility not typically addressed in evaluation of channel block. Although the discrepancy between the TEA steady-state voltage-dependence and the unblocking kinetics is curious, with the assumption that TEA is blocking in the MC13/Slo3 central cavity, we simply suggest that the TEA binding site exhibits little intrinsic voltage-dependence either as a result of movement within the field or as result of interaction with permeant ions. One difficulty in defining the voltage-dependence of block of MC13/Slo3 is that the weak intrinsic voltage-dependence of activation of MC13/Slo3 currents means that, even over a broad range of activation potentials, the MC13/Slo3 open probability increases only modestly. In contrast, for Slo1, block can be examined in part over a range of activation potentials where channels are almost maximally activated, thereby allowing easier visualization of the voltage-dependence of block. In future work, it will be interesting to examine the sensitivity of Slo3/MC13 that accumulation of 4-AP in the cytosol will elevate cytosolic pH, thereby promoting Slo3 activation. Thus, any 4-AP induced elevation of cytosolic pH would act in opposition to the channel blocking effects of 4-AP.
Quinidine has also been observed to produce effects on sperm function, altering volume regulation, decreasing velocity, and affecting mucus penetration and migration. 10, 11, 22 These effects are not produced by TEA at 2.5-10 mM 10 so presumably involves a TEA-resistant channel. The quinidine sensitivity of the effects on sperm function remain incompletely defined, but effects have been reported at concentrations as low as 20 μM.
10 This is certainly within the range over which we observe that quinidine substantially inhibits Slo3 current when applied extracellularly. Quinidine is known to block a large number of different K + channels. For some, blockade occurs at much higher concentrations than reported here. For example, IRK1 is reported to be blocked with an EC 50 of 0.7 mM while ROMK1 is only moderately inhibited. 37 Block of IRK1 exhibits little voltage-dependence. However, for a number of voltage-dependent K + channels, quinidine effectively blocks currents at concentrations comparable to what we observe for block of Slo3, although blockade of voltage-dependent K + channels is in many such cases favored by depolarization. 27, 28, 38 With the unusual voltage-dependence of Slo3 block, i.e., that block is relieved by depolarization, Slo3 may be relatively more strongly blocked at potentials negative to 0 mV than many other K + channels. It should be noted that the native pH-dependent KSper K + channel is strongly block by 500 μM quinidine with activation at pH 7.5 and +100 mV. 4 It will be of interest to determine whether the block of the native KSper current by quinidine shares mechanistic features similar to quinidine block of Slo3.
In sum, the present results have defined distinct pharmacological differences between the closely related Slo1 and Slo3 K + channels, have provided quantitative information within the context of specific blocking models, have pointed out some potentially interesting questions regarding voltage-dependence and mechanism of Slo3 block, and, show that the quinidine sensitivity of Slo3 may account for some effects of quinidine on sperm function.
Materials and Methods
Oocyte removal and culture. The handling of stage IV Xenopus laevis oocytes for cRNA injection and expression was as previously described. 39, 40 The Slo1, 40, 41 and Slo3, 5,6 constructs were as previously described.
Constructs. The Slo1 and Slo3 constructs were identical to those employed in previous work from this laboratory. 41 The following chimeric constructs were constructed in which Slo1 sequence was replaced with homologous Slo3 sequence (numbering refers to residues in the native Slo1 or Slo3 sequence; homologous positions are displaced by 11 residues through much of the relevant region):
MC6-Slo1 the similarity of block of Slo1 by either quinidine o or quinidine i , both in terms of magnitude and voltage-dependence, suggests that quinidine in both cases reaches the same blocking position. Second, block of MC13 also shows similarity in magnitude and voltage-dependence either with extracellular or cytosolic application of quinidine. Third, we showed that the blocking effect of cytosolic quinidine on both Slo1 and MC13 was pH-dependent with lower pH increasing the quinidine blocking effect. Thus, block is favored by increases in the fraction of protonated quinidine. For both Slo1 and MC13, there is an approximately 5-fold difference in blocking effectiveness between cytosolic and extracellular applications of quinidine. During extracellular application of quinidine, for block to be mediated by protonated quinidine on the cytosolic side of a patch, sufficient non-protonated quinidine must pass through the membrane to attain a concentration that is approximately 20% of the extracellular concentration, presumably resulting in an appreciable concentration of protonated quinidine in the pipette. In effect, with 100 μM total extracellular quinidine, the pipette concentration of quinidine would have to reach about 20-25 μM in a relatively short time, since the effects of quinidine are generally complete within tens of seconds. Our analysis does not allow us to draw definite conclusions regarding the mechanism of quinidine block. Block by quinidine of MC13 shares with cytosolic TEA a tendency for block to be relieved with depolarization. This conflicts with the idea that a positively charged blocker reaches a blocking position from the cytosolic side. However, in both cases, models in which intrinsic binding affinity is voltage-independent can do an adequate job of fitting the data, when there is an affinity difference between block of open and closed channels. For quinidine, in particular, a much stronger affinity for binding to the closed state than the open state may play a role in producing the tendency for depolarization to relieve block. Although block of MC13 by cytosolic 4-AP appeared to accord better with open channel block, even in that case any voltage-dependence was very weak. To address more rigorously the issue of the voltage-dependence of block of the Slo3, it would be desirable to have a chimeric construct in which block can be studied over a full range of channel activation.
Are effects of 4-AP or quinidine on sperm motility related to effects on a Slo3 current? For both human and murine sperm, volume regulation is disrupted by 1-4 mM 4-AP, within the range of cytosolic 4-AP concentrations that produce half block of Slo3 current at pH 8.5. However, 4-AP, when applied extracellularly, exerts essentially no blocking effect on Slo3 currents. Thus, inhibition of Slo3 by 4-AP in a native cell would require that 4-AP accumulate to levels comparable to the extracellular concentrations. Although some accumulation is likely to occur, our results with extracellular application of 100 mM 4-AP suggest that the amount of 4-AP that accumulates on the cytosolic side of an outside-out patch bathed with 100 mM 4-AP at pH 7.0 is less than 1% or less than 1 mM. This argues that extracellular application of 1-4 mM 4-AP, the concentration effective in producing volume regulatory effects on sperm, would be unlikely to significantly block any native Slo3 current, unless extracellular pH was significantly higher. A secondary issue is Data analysis. Analysis of current recordings was accomplished either with Clampfit (Molecular Devices) or with programs written in this laboratory. In order to define the voltagedependence of blocking equilibria, G/V curves were constructed from measurements of steady-state current. For families of G/V curves obtained within a patch, conductances were normalized to estimates of maximal conductance obtained in the absence of blocker.
Although it is not the intent of this paper to rigorously test the validity of various blocking models in regards to any particular compound, blocking affinities can only be meaningfully defined within the context of knowledge of state-dependence of block. Towards this end, we utilized equations for fitting of specific mechanisms of block developed in a previous publication.
(Scheme 1)
The general open channel block model is given in Scheme 1, where [X] represents the concentration of blocker binding with binding affinity K bo . For Slo1 channels, activation is described by a multiple, tiered system of closed and open states involving four voltage-sensor transitions and four ligand binding steps. 45 As such, a full open channel block scheme contains additional tiers of blocked open states. 35 For a full activation scheme including open channel block, the blocking equilibrium is defined by:
where C term = (1 + J + K + JKE) 4 and O term = (1 + JD + KC + JDKCE) 4 . Similar equations have been utilized to describe Slo3 activation. 5, 6 By incorporating explicit terms for activation into attempts to fit channel blocking models, these equations take into account the dependence of block on fractional channel activation. Since Slo1 channels typically open to maximal open probabilities in excess of 0.9, inclusion of explicit terms for channel activation are not so critical in defining blocking mechanisms for Slo1 channels. However, for Slo3 and MC13, for which channel activation only reaches values around 0.3-0.4 at pH 8.5 and +300 mV, assessment of blocking mechanism must take into account the conditions of channel activation.
(Scheme 2)
A simplied form of a scheme that includes block of both open and closed channels in given in Scheme 2. Again, for a The chimeric constructs were generated by over-lapping PCR, while the Slo1-Y294V construct was generated by site-directed mutagenesis with pfu DNA polymerase. The sequence fidelity of all constructs was verified by DNA sequencing at the Protein and Nucleic Acid Laboratory core facility of Washington University.
Properties of the MC13 construct. The MC13 construct was routinely used for most experiments as a surrogate for Slo3. This construct contains Slo1 sequence from residues 1-181 and expresses much more readily than Slo3. We find that the general properties of MC13 are indistinguishable from Slo3, including the dependence of gating on pH and voltage, the limiting Po at high pH and voltage, the shape of G/V curves, the weak voltagedependence of activation at negative potentials, and basic properties of activation and deactivation time course (Suppl. Figs. 1  and 2 ). Regarding the pharmacological equivalence of MC13 and Slo3, we have compared cytosolic application of 4-AP, which was identical in both cases. Slo3 was also shown to be resistant to block by CTX and IbTX in a limited number of patches. For simplicity, when we refer to MC13/Slo3 in the Results and Discussion, we are general referring to MC13.
Electrophysiology. Current recordings utilized either insideout or outside-out configurations 42 with an Axopatch 200 amplifier (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). The Clampex program from the pClamp software package (Molecular Devices) was used to control voltage-command waveforms and acquire digitized currents. For recording of Slo3 current, pipettes were typically of less than 1 MΩ resistance, 5 while for other constructs resistances of ~1-2 MΩ were typically used. Pipettes were coated with Sylgard (Sylgard 184, Dow Chemical Corp.,) and then fire-polished. Gigaohm seals were formed in frog Ringer (in mM, 115 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.8 CaCl 2 , 10 HEPES, pH 7.4) and following excision, moved into flowing test solutions. Whether for outside-out or inside-out patches, the standard solution bathing the extracellular membrane face contained (in mM) 140 K-methanesulfonate, 20 KOH, 10 HEPES, 2 MgCl 2 , pH 7.0 (titrated with methanesulfonic acid). For solutions bathing the cytoplasmic face of the patch membrane, the composition was (in mM) 140 K-methanesulfonate, 20 KOH, 10 HEPES with the pH adjusted to either 7.0 or 8.5 with HCl or KOH as necessary. In experiments with Slo1 channels, 300 μM Ca 2+ was usually included in the activation solution, unless otherwise indicated. Solutions were exchanged at the pipette tip by a multi-barreled local application system. 43, 44 Each tube was under separate valve control and solution flowed continuously from only one tube at a time. All experiments were at room temperature (~22-25°C). Salts for solution preparation were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO).
Details of stimulation protocols are provided on the figures or in figure legends. In general, currents were activated with an activation protocol containing a set of sweeps with activation steps ranging from -100 up to either +200 (Slo1) or +300 (Slo3 or MC13). The interval between each sweep was typically 1 sec, with the holding potential between sweeps at 0 mV. A 10-20 ms prepulse to -120 mV was typically applied prior to the depolarizing test step. The duration of the depolarizing test step was set to ensure that currents were at steady-state during the test step. 46 and shift Slo1 gating. 47 However, in the former case, voltage-steps to +120 mV with pH 7.0 are expected to have minimal effects on Slo1 single channel conductance. Concerning pH effects on Slo1 gating, we included a fixed pH-dependent shift in L for the change from pH 7.0 to 8.5 to reproduce the pH-induced G/V shift.
We note that the form of Eqn. 3 also provides a generic equation for a two site blocking mechanism, independent of pH, where one site is accessible in both open and closed channels, and one site is only reached when channels are open. In this case, terms A, B and D in the denominator of Eqn. For the case that K bo =K bc and z o = z c , we term this Scheme 2a.
For Slo1, in which the maximal open probability approaches 1.0, the above equations can be simplified to the more typical equations which utilize a simple Boltzman to approximate the activation equilibrium. However, for Slo3 and MC13, in which the saturating conductance is not well-defined, we have felt it important to utilize equations that explicitly combine knowledge about fractional activation with channel block mechanisms.
In practice, here we have typically utilized only a single Ca 2+ concentration or single pH to examine block. As such, the various terms for activation are not well-defined. The procedure we have followed is to first fit data obtained in the absence of blocker while constraining z L , z J and E to previously defined values 0.3 e, 0.58 e and 2.4 for Slo1, 45 and 0.04 e, 0.34 e and 1.4 for Slo3.
Since only a single ligand concentration was used, parameters for ligand equilibrium (K) and ligand coupling to channel activation (C) were also constrained either to values identical or close to previously published values. These constraints then allowed convergence on a set of estimates for L, J and D. For MC13 and Slo3, the G/V curves used for fitting were normalized such that fractional activation at +300 mV with pH 8.5 was assumed to be 0.35 based on previous work on Slo3 unitary current properties, 6 whereas for Slo1 the maximal conductance in G/V curves was assumed to approach 1.0. Once the activation parameters were defined, a complete set of G/V curves in the presence of blocker was then fit with equations 1 and 2 with all activation parameters constrained. Two distinct blocking sites. We also tested the possibility that protonated and unprotonated 4-AP may bind to distinct sites, as previously suggested for block of K + currents in rabbit Schwann cells. 24 We hypothesize that the unprotonated form (U) may bind in a voltage-independent fashion to both closed and open states (states B 1 and B 2 ) with binding constants K 1c and K 1o , respectively, while the charged (C), protonated 4-AP binds only to the open channel (B c ) with binding constant (K 2o ). We also define K 1o2 as the binding affinity of the uncharged form, when the charged site is already occupied. This is summarized in (Scheme 3) pH 8.5 (unless otherwise indicated) or, for Slo3(MC13), by a cytosolic solution at pH 8.5. Thus, for both inside-out and outside-out patches, the effective concentration of activating ligand should not be influenced by the tertiary amine and any blocking effects observed in these studies should reflect exclusively effects on the channels.
Fractional voltage-dependence of block. Fractional voltagedependence in any binding equilibrium is defined relative to the side of the membrane upon which a compound is acting. Thus, zδ = 0.2 for block from the cytosolic side is not the same position in the field as zδ = 0.2 for block from the extracellular side. Values for fractional voltage-dependence ideally reflect movement into the field from the side of entry. Here, in the case of quinidine, the blocking effects appear to arise following passage of unprotonated quinidine through the membrane to act on the cytosolic side of the channel. Thus, as used here, zδ for quinidine block is defined as movement relative to the cytosolic side of the channel. Block of MC13/Slo3 in some cases appears to involve an overall voltage-dependence that is inconsistent with simple movement of a protonated species in the membrane field. In such cases, the net zδ is negative in sign and, thus, the origins of this voltagedependence can not be explained simply in terms of the standard Woodhull view of a positively charged species within the field of the membrane.
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Calculation of percent protonation for tertiary amines. Both 4-AP and quinidine are tertiary amines whose extent of protonation varies with pH. Based on pK, the percent, P, of the protonated form at a given pH was calculated from:
For 4-AP, we assumed a pK of 9.2, 24 with the percent protonated 4-AP being 99.4% and 83.4% at pH 7.0 and 8.5, respectively. Quinidine contains two protonatable groups with one site having a pK near 4.2. pK values for the second site ranging from 8.0 to over 9.0 have been reported in the literature 49 and we use 8.6.
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Protonated quinidine is 97.6%, 71.5% and 55.7% for solutions at pH 7.0, 8.2 and 8.5, respectively. www.landesbioscience.com/supplement/TangCHAN4-1-Sup. pdf When W = 1, binding to site one is identical both in open and closed channels. When Y = 1, binding to either site does not influence binding to the other site. However, in practice, the number of free parameters in this function can limit its utility.
For any given blocking model, we determined the sum of squares (SSQ) for the fit of a given model for points obtained in the presence of blocking drug. The SSQ per point was determined based on the number of points used in the fit. For comparisons among models, the SSQ/pt was normalized to that obtained for the open channel blocking model. Although the simultaneous fitting of families of G/V curves to models is a useful approach to assessing model adequacy, there are limitations. For example, a fit of a given model may result in a set of curves that closely parallel the actual data points, but be slightly shifted in apparent effective concentrations, resulting in appreciable contributions to the overall SSQ deviations. In contrast, another model may predict curves that do not parallel the data points as well, but by crossing the set of points at each concentration result in a lower overall SSQ deviation.
Control of ligand concentration during application of 4-AP or quinidine. In intact cells, membrane permeation by tertiary blockers can result in significant cytosolic accumulation. For whole-cell BK currents, interpretation of the blocking effects of extracellular application of 4-AP is complicated by the fact that passage of the tertiary amine, 4-AP, through the membrane can raise cytosolic pH. 36 When pH-sensitive cytosolic Ca 2+ buffers are used to control Ca 2+ concentration, the elevation in pH will decrease free Ca 2+ , thereby producing an apparent reduction in BK current amplitude unrelated to channel blockade. Similarly, any drug that produces changes in cytosolic pH would also influence Slo3 current activation, independent of blocking effects. We suspect that these potential problems are less likely to occur in excised patches where the medium bathing each face of the membrane is better controlled. However, there is the possibility that, in outside-out patches, drugs that permeate the membrane might alter the pH inside the recording pipette, thereby altering the concentration of the activating ligand. To minimize this concern, the following procedures were used. First, drugs applied to the extracellular side of outside-out patches were in solutions at pH 7.0, where the total concentration of uncharged, permeant species will be limited, particularly for 4-AP. Second, in outside-out patches, BK channels were activated with 300 μM cytosolic Ca 2+ and no Ca 2+ buffer. Any change in the pipette pH resulting from tertiary amine application will therefore not alter pipette [Ca 2+ ]. Third, for Slo3 and MC13 in outside-out patches, currents were typically studied at a pipette pH of 8.5, a concentration producing near maximal current activation (Supp. Figs. 1 and 2) . Thus, any local changes in pH within the pipette should have no effect on the activation equilibrium and the resulting G/V curves should therefore exclusively reflect blocking actions. For inside-out patches, currents were activated in a similar fashion, i.e., for BK channels with 300 μM Ca 2+ at
